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Diamonds, celebrities and iconic couture merged -
on Karl Lagerfeld’s orders - around a massive casino
table Tuesday for Chanel’s spectacular fashion

show. Here are the highlights of the day’s fall-winter 2015-
16 Paris couture collections including Armani Prive,
Chanel, Bouchra Jarrar and newcomer Aouadi.

Julianne Moore, Kristen Stewart’s celebrity roulette
Chanel’s guests were led to their seats in a giant recreat-

ed casino Tuesday inside Paris’ Grand Palais - replete with
roulette tables and fully-functioning gambling machines
that had one Chinese fashionista addicted within minutes.

But the real gasps came when Kristen Stewart and a dia-
mond-encrusted Julianne Moore walked out through an
arch - both wearing bespoke Chanel couture - to take a
seat around a celebrity-filled poker table in the center of
the catwalk. There they hugged, chatted, gambled and
laughed all through the show. 

Moore and Stewart grew close as they co-starred in “Still
Alice,” playing mother and daughter. They both dined
together in an exclusive Paris restaurant last weekend. “I
like people when they’re gambling and well dressed like in
Monte Carlo,” said Lagerfeld. Fellow gamblers placing bets
included singers Rita Ora and Vanessa Paradis and model
Lara Stone, who were there to showcase Chanel’s latest
jewelry collection.

Chanel’s 3-D couture
Lagerfeld, 81, says the secret to feeling young is always

looking to the future. Nothing demonstrated this better
than Chanel’s bright, high-tech couture show that featured
Coco Chanel’s famed skirt-suit jacket made via 3-D print-
ing. “I like the idea of taking the most iconic jacket of the
20th century and turning that into an object that was
impossible to make when that jacket was invented,”
explained the couturier.

The quilted jackets were completely seamless and
seamstress-less - created by feeding Lagerfeld’s sketches
into a computer program, that the couturier eccentrically
named “Sweetie.” “Computers are going to enter more and
more in the evolution and techniques of fashion - you can-
not resist. On the contrary, if it exists in its time couture will
live on,” he said.

Chanel’s ‘80s shoulders
A 1980s flavor lingered in the air for fall-winter in a

largely black-and-white show, with oversized truncated
jackets, large square shoulders, epaulettes and dramatic
lapels. The shoes were a standout - backless stilettos with a
split tongue on the front that Lagerfeld compared to “air-
planes children make with folded paper.”

The 67-piece-stong collection mainly played it safe, but
designs loosened up toward the end, frothily, with tailor-
ing that harked to the fizz fizz years of the ‘20s. Feathered
fringing adorned loose, long cocktail dresses, evoking the
famed “Flapper” era. Meanwhile, modernized ‘20s “bob”
wigs - worn in identical form by all models - also mirrored
this era, giving the collection a homogenous, fem-bot feel
that riffed on the futuristic 3-D printing concept.

Armani and stars attend shows but not dinner
Co-stars from 2009’s “The International,” Naomi Watts

and Clive Owen caught up with each other at the Armani
Prive Show, sitting side by side. Nearby, was French Oscar-
winning actress Juliette Binoche - who confessed that she
didn’t know designer Giorgio Armani all that well, as he
doesn’t attend dinners he invites her to.

“Each time we meet there’s a tenderness and respect ...

We’ve never had dinner, really. He leaves everyone to have
dinner and goes home; probably thinks about the next
season,” she said, laughing.

Julianne Moore, Kristen
Stewart play at Chanel’s casino 

US actresses Julianne
Moore and Kristen
Stewart leave after

attending Chanel
2015-2016 fall/winter
Haute Couture collec-

tion fashion show.

Models present creations
for Chanel during the
2015-2016 fall/winter
Haute Couture collection
fashion show at the
Grand Palais in Paris. 
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Dutch model Lara Stone walks with French model Baptiste Giabiconi.

US model Lindsey Wixson presents a creation for Chanel.

US actress Kristen Stewart (front left), US actress Julianne Moore (second left), Dutch
model Lara Stone (third left), Lily-Rose Depp and French model Baptiste Giabiconi (sec-
ond right) sit at a casino table.

German fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld acknowledge the public with US model Kendall
Jenner.


